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Phil Gibson, Crag Artist

Not long ago, when the interweb was but a glint in a techie's eye, there was only one way of
finding out climbing information: the climbing guidebook. And there was only one way of
illustrating where the climbs went: commissioning a crag artist.
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hil Gibson is one such artist,
well-known in the climbing
world for his illustrations of
mountain crags and outcrops. His
own obsession with climbing began
in 1973 - as a teenager on
Staffordshire grit - and has shown
no signs of relenting; he also
introduced his younger brother to
the sport - a certain Gary Gibson.
A native of Stoke, Staffordshire
shaped not only Phil's climbing, but
his artistic direction: trained as a
ceramic designer, he worked for
Wedgwood and Moorcroft before
freelancing as the pottery industry
declined. His interest in guidebook
art dates back to 1979, when he
provided a set of drawings for the
BMC Staffordshire guidebook, and in
picking out the fine detail of crag
architecture he found a real niche.
His preferred medium is working
with traditional pen and black ink, on
a white drawing board in front of the
cliff - a brutal and uncompromising
medium, much like grit itself. His
style is concerned with balance and
design, with attention to form,
textures and surfaces.
These days technology has replaced
the crag artist, but Phil is continuing
to evolve. Much of his work is no
longer destined for the bookshelf, but
the wall itself, and one of his recent
commissions was for the Climbers'
Club - a picture of L1iwedd to
celebrate the centenary anniversary of
their very first definitive guidebook.
nths after receiving the
invitation to illustrate L1iwedd, I
picked up a pen and started to draw. I
wondered if I should do what was
expected (a painting) or what I knew
best (a pen drawing). So I went back
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to what I had been taught at art
school - that I must draw with three
principles: with what I see, with what
I know and, above all, with what I
feel.
So, a drawing trip to the great cliff of
L1iwedd was inevitable. It's not an
architectural masterpiece, not like its
big brother Clogwyn du'r Arddu - a
massive, powerfully tilted cliff with
beautiful, mystical routes to which I
had been drawn countless times as a
climber and artist. No, L1iwedd's
beauty was more aesthetic and
organic, almost subliminal. I had
dallied with it only twice as a climber
- choosing to give it the respect of
climbing in big boots on two of its
most famous routes. I remember the
peace, commitment amongst the
great swell of rock and amazing white
quartz. I became quite lost amongst
the place as I climbed solo, but my
mind was not thinking about the
poetry of paint or ink on that day.
After my commission, I returned in
deepest cold November - arriving before
dawn to get the best position and light.
The sun never did light up the face, but I
was blessed with a fine texture of snow
all over the buttresses, highlighting the
cliff's features. Ideal I thought, as all
sorts of possibilities presented
themselves from different angles, but it
was so cold to draw detail that I had to
be content with quick sketches.
When I was drawing my BMC Peak
Limestone series, I found that the
only way I could get my drawings
accurate was to visit the sites like this,
in deepest winter, when the trees had
lost their leaf umbrella. I'd dodge
between the trees with all my
drawing paraphernalia to see the
features. No camera can pick up this
detail correctly.

When I got back to my studio, I read
the pages of the 1909 Lliwedd
guidebook. This was the original
exploratory cliff of our climbing
forefathers: "Independent gentlemen
from the universities and professions,
appropriately clad and well read and
written". The little book was lying
around my studio for several months
whilst I wondered how to tackle the
project. My mind wrestled with paint
and colour, a place for which Lliwedd
had little palette. Its buttresses and
gullies were a grey, dark cluttered
place; textural and organic. In the end
I decided to draw it in black ink,
represented as a massive swathe of
texture. That was the answer.
It is a pity that in today's digital
guidebook world there is little place
for the crag artist. Call me traditional
if you will, but there is something to
be said for drawings in guidebooks.
Digital photography is great - and I
use it myself - but a photo will always
gloss over the detail, whereas the
artist has licence to tell a story and
show other perspectives.
So what am I doing today? What I
know best - drawing and painting the
mountains and crags - in pen and
ink, and now colour - in a much more
personal and contemporary style,
with a view totrfili
nd exhibiting
my work. -
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Find out more about Phil's work by
emailingphilgibson2@ntlworld.com
- he'll email you a pdf of his very
latest catalogue.

Photo: Three styles of Phil's work:
lIiwedd, Higgar Tor and Ramshaw
Rocks. All copyright: Phil Gibson.
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